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Abs tract:
Human diet contains a variety of food groups would be. Milk and dairy products are one of the food groups in all age
groups are taking a wide range of nutrients needed to provide a very large size. One of these products is Kashk contains
almost all the nutrients of milk, Because of condensed yogurt or buttermilk can be achieved and due to the relatively high
concentration of dry matter and nutrient considerable. The study was conducted to evaluate the quality of dry Kashk
and chemical tests were performed and compared with Iran national standards. For this purpose, 100 samples of dry
Kashk were collected randomly from different villages of Kurdistan province. Total samples (i.e100 samples) were
analyzed by the Iran national standards number of 637, 1755, 639,366 and 1809, respectively for determination of
Humidity, Ash, Protein, Fat and Salt. The results were analyzed with spss’s16 software and t test for compare mean of
society with constant number. The results of this research indicated that all chemical experiments with standard
significant differences were noted with p <.001. Concludes that factors moisture, ash and protein were less than the
national standard but fat and salt were higher than it.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Milk products provide a source of important nutrients, particularly protein and minerals such as calcium
(Karim, 2001; ISIRI, 2005; Mirnezami 2003 and Taimoori, 2006). Dry Kashk is in this group that Its origin
could be yoghurt (Enayati et al., 2011; Karim, 2001 and Robinson, 2001). Due to high dry solids are of
particular importance. Because the standard terms with 50% protein and 13% ash or minerals is that the
values are compared to values of 2.5 and 5.6 times respectively in red meat and approximately 11% is fat
(Mirnezami 2003 ; ISIRI,2005).
Kashk one of the products that have traditionally been part of our food and due to organic acids، (Lactic
acid was the major organic acid present in the products) disinfectants digestive system (the stomach, small
intestine and large intestine) is. Kashk as a food is flatulent and tighten the intestine, which is why it is easier
to digest than dry mint can be used. High calcium and phosphorus in it can be effective in the prevention of
osteoporosis. As well as a nourishing food to reduce hunger and occupies a small volume of the stomach
(A.Y.Tamime et al, . 2000, Enayati et al,.2011). Given the importance of this food in the human diet the
purpose of this study was to measure chemical agents in it and comparison with national standards of Iran.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2-1--Material
Chemical materials anc samples used for testing were
2-1--1-Dry Kashk
100 samples of dry Kashk were collected in different parts of Kurdistan province. After collecting them,
were transferred to the department of Agriculture laboratory Islamic Azad University of Sanandaj.
2-1-2--Chemical Material
All chemicals and reagents were manufactured by Merck of Germany.
2-2--Method
2-2-1- Humidity measurement is based on the national standard of 637 numbers (ISIRI, 1985).
2-2-2-Ash measurement is based on the national standard of 1755 numbers (ISIRI, 2002).
2-2-3- Protein measurement is based on the national standard of 639 numbers (ISIRI, 1970).
2-2-4- Fat measurement is based on the national standard of 366 numbers (ISIRI, 1992).
2-2-5- Salt measurement is based on the national standard of 1809 numbers (ISIRI, 1977).
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3. RESULT
Moisture, Ash، protein, fat and salt content measurements were performed on samples. The results of
these tests as mean, standard deviation of mean, and standard deviation is in table number 1.
Table 1: mean, standard deviation of mean, and standard deviation of tests
Test

Number

Mean

Standard deviation of mean

Standard deviation

Humidity

100

8/15

0/35671

3/56713

Ash

100

6/66

0/41913

4/19128

Protein

100

7/44

1/51376

15/13749

Fat

100

15/6

0/90755

90/7749

Salt

100

15/22

0/42793

4/27929

Table 1 shows the average chemical experiments that average humidity, ash and protein in the samples
were 8/15, 6/66, 7/44 percent that Compared to the standard values of 10، 13 and 50 percent respectively
were less than. But the average fat and salt in all samples were 15.6% and15/22% than Compared to the
standard values of 11 and 9 percent respectively were more than. The results were analyzed with spss’s16
software and t test for compare mean of society with constant number.The t-test with a constant value for
moisture, ash, protein, fat and salt in all samples indicated that all chemical experiments with standard
significant differences were noted with p <.001.

4. DISCUSSION
In general concluded that conducted chemical tests for dry whey all results with respect to the p <.001and
compare them with standard values were significantly different. The results show that the average humidity
content in the samples is less than the standard as opposed to dry samples show higher values. So in this
sense, should have more nutritional value. The average ash content of less than standard and the remaining
ash in the sample can be representative of the minerals in them, since this is considered poor. Average
protein content is also different from the standard but however much compared with other food such as milk,
can be substantial. The presence of fat, such as humidity, which is different from the standard advantages It
can be argue, as the average value in the sample is greater than the standard، so if you take the food, the
consumer will get more fat but by looking at the average salt samples for consumer alarm is sounded،
because if a person consumes 100 grams of it about 15 grams of salt gets. Almost 4 times the amount of salt
required is one day unless it is accompanied by high water or food without salt is consumed or do it in small
quantities for consumption
In this context, few studies have also been done on the chemical aspects of Kashk. The tests and their
results are in line with research and may have been different. Because the number of research compared to
other food less is that Kashk is produced in Iran and Mediterranean countries and not worldwide so less is
considered. The tests were carried out in the investigation may not be exactly the same tests the Iran national
standard and may be based on a number of standard or out of it. According A.Y.Tamime et al (2000) the
chemical composition (g/kg on dry matter basis) of the Kashk fell within the following ranges: protein 187–
213, fat 36–107, carbohydrates 639–721 and ash 33–64, whilst the moisture content averaged 94 g/kg.
Including research on Kashk in Turkey by Çakır et al (2009) conducted chemical and biological properties،
these results were: ash 13//66, 32/44 protein, fat 6/30 salts 13/26 and 67/59 percent dry matte. The results
show that the amount of ash, fat and dry matter, contrary to the results of the present study was however,
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protein and salt levels in line with its. Kirdir (2012) also in Turkey around randomly on the 64 species is
reported that average water activity of all samples was 0/90 which indicates the presence of free water in it
but does not indicate how much moisture or dry matter.
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